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WELCOME TO Valley Bowl
TIME TO STRIKE!

Where East Norriton Comes to Play!



CHECK OUT OUR SPECIALS 



RESERVE NOW 
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CLICK HERE FOR BOWLING INFORMATION 



Click here for Children’s Birthday Party Reservations 
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Bowling

This is the place to be if you are looking for unlimited fun! Our Town Alley in East Norriton is the perfect spot for a birthday party, catered event, or just a night out bowling with the family. Besides bowling, we have a Game Galaxy Arcade, Laser Tag Arena and the best food and drinks in town at Steppy's 2912 Eatery & Bar!

LEARN MORE
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Premium VIP Club Lanes

Rent the coolest party room in East Norriton, PA for your next event!

GO VIP CLUB
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League Bowling

Bowling leagues are a great way to spend your spare time with friends, co-workers or family. Join as single, couple or team, or we will match you with players at your skill level.

JOIN A LEAGUE
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Call Us at 


(610) 272-6547 
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Come To A New Galaxy!
About Game Galaxy at Our Town Alley

Our Town Alley isn’t just a bowling alley; it’s a family entertainment center that comes equipped with an arcade and gaming center. Our Game Galaxy Arcade has over 50 games ranging from the latest technology to the most vintage of machines.

Here you will find classic arcade games paired with the latest in virtual reality video games like Virtual Rabbits: The Big Ride and Halo: Fireteam Raven.

It’s simple; just swipe, play and win points. The points can be used in our redemption room to win awesome prizes.





VIEW MORE
















See what we have to offer!
About Game Galaxy at Our Town Alley
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Call Us at

(610) 272-6547








Our Town Alley isn’t just a bowling alley; it’s a family entertainment center that comes equipped with an arcade and gaming center. Our Game Galaxy Arcade has over 50 games ranging from the latest technology to the most vintage of machines.



VIEW MORE
























































Parties & Group Events HQ

When you’re looking for a party place in East Norriton, PA …Our Town Alley is your 
party headquarters!
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Birthday Parties
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Laser Tag
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Arcade
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LASER TAG

You ever wonder what it’s like inside a video game? Put on your vest, grab your laser-gun, and take aim. Compete with your friends and family and experience the excitement that’s perfect for Our Town Alley’s Laser Tag is just for you. The newest laser tag technology and arena, it’s team against team, as you find danger around every corner and fun every step of the way.

VIEW MORE
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PREMIUM VIP
 CLUB PRICING

Prices below are per lane, per hour
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	Weekdays up until 6:00 p.m.: $47.95 per lane, per hour
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	Weekdays from 6:00 p.m. – midnight: $64.95 per lane, per hour
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	Saturdays, Sundays & Holidays: up until 6:00 p.m.: $64.95 per lane, per hour


VIEW MORE
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 Join A League
 Today!









About Laser Tag at Our Town Alley
Check out our 
 Specials below




LASER TAG







Laser Tag at Our Town Alley is an adventure, a challenge, and an absolute blast — perfect for the kid in-all-of-us.







GAME GALAXY ARCADE







At Game Galaxy, do any of your birthday packages!







Premium VIP Club Lanes







Bowling Specials










VIEW MORE















 Steppy's 2912 Eatery & Bar
 Open Sunday through Saturday: 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.

League bowlers receive discounts on open bowling, see a 
 staff member for details, restrictions apply.
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VIEW MORE










Testimonials
What they say about

Our Town Alley
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A perfect blend of classic bowling alley with modern games / experiences to make everyone in the family happy. Friendly staff, great birthday parties… Wonderful time
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Larry Nannery







The best Bowling spot in all of Pennsylvania! Great clean lanes. Cheap prices, the food and drinks are delicious and the arcade and laser tag is very fun and affordable
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Joseph Mastrocola







Great place to bowl. Fair pricing. Clean facility. Food & beverages onsite that are reasonably priced. Other amenities as well such as an arcade and laser tag. Fun, fun, fun!!!
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Beverly Reid








Always a great time at Our Town Alley. Great for ages 2 and up. Putting in a reservation ahead of time is suggested for large groups or parties. The food is good, chicken fingers and fries is the most popular. Great atmosphere!
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Maisha Richardson








As a teacher, we planned a field trip with the Unified PE class. We arrived early morning and had the place to ourselves. The environment was clean, smelled pleasant. Staff was friendly, attentive and responsive. We would definitely plan a trip again! Thanks for creating an inclusive environment!
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Kelly Creighton
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Kelly Creighton




















Our Town Alley isn’t just a bowing alley

Premium VIP Club Lanes

With our expansion, we created a special spot for bowlers looking to elevate their game and enjoy a more private bowling party experience.
Walled off from the remaining 34 lanes, our VIP lanes are highly sought after for group events. This section can accommodate up to 36 bowlers at a time and other party goers up to 65 people. For smaller gatherings,
lanes can be rented by the lane, with a two-lane minimum. Kick your event up to the next level and go VIP!
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Open Bowling

Experience the Thrill Bowling




A Game for Everyone

If you're on the hunt for an activity that's both fun and inclusive, look no further. Ourtownalley offers a world of bowling that's perfect for enthusiasts of all ages and skill levels. Whether you're planning a relaxed evening with pals or looking to spice up your weekend with some competitive spirit, we're the place to be.


State-of-the-Art Lanes

Our modern lanes ensure that every roll, spin, and strike is an experience in itself. With ample lanes available, even peak hours promise the space and ambiance for your perfect game. Whether you're a seasoned pro or someone just dipping their toes into the world of bowling, the lanes await your prowess.
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Perfect for Any Occasion

Bowling is versatile. It's an ideal way to spend quality time with family, a fun outing with friends, or even a solo session to hone your skills. The echoing sound of pins, the anticipation of a strike, the camaraderie—it's more than just a game; it's a memory in the making.


Why wait? Dive into the vibrant world of open play bowling and discover the joy that lies in every frame!












Summer Leagues @ Our Town Alley
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HOURS

	
OPEN PLAY TIMES







	Monday
	7 a.m. - 1 a.m.





	Tuesday
	7 a.m. - 1 a.m.





	Wednesday
	7 a.m. - 1 a.m.





	Thursday
	7 a.m. - 1 a.m.





	Friday
	7 a.m. - 1 a.m.





	Saturday
	7 a.m. - 1 a.m.




	Sunday
	7 a.m. - 1 a.m.










 

SUBSCRIBE
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